
Northallerton Camera Club

Rules for other Competiton Awards

“PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR” Awards   
(Open to all members - prints and projected images)
Separate awards for prints and projected images will be made to the worker(s) 
whose combined entries gain the highest number of points in the five Members’ 
Night competitions, taken together with the four highest scoring entries in the Annual 
Exhibitions from four different sections.

A print may only be counted twice in the same season for the prints award and, similarly, 
a projected image may only be counted twice for the projected images award. Where 
a projected image or print could have counted more than twice, the two occasions for 
which it will be counted are the first two taken in chronological order. In such a case, the 
next highest marked photograph(s) in the applicable competition(s) will count instead. 

Only the photograph with the highest score will be counted in each competition, except 
where the previous paragraph applies.
In the event of a tie for either award, the lowest marked photograph of each member tying 
will be eliminated and so on until a single winner can be determined.
“The Print Trophy” will be given for the prints award and the “Full Measure Trophy” for the 
projected images award.

THE OAK PLAQUES  
(Open to advanced class members)
Prints:- This will be awarded to the advanced class member whose prints gain the highest 
number of points in the Members’ Nights competitions.
Projected Images:- This will be awarded to the advanced class member whose projected 
images gain the highest number of points in the Members’ Nights competitions.
In the event of a tie in either competition, the lowest marked projected image or print of 
each member tying will be eliminated and so on until a single winner can be determined.

THE HUDSON TROPHY & THE MILES LANGTHORNE TROPHY
(Open to intermediate class members)
Prints:- This will be awarded to the intermediate class member whose prints gain the 
highest  number of points in the Members’ Nights competitions.
Projected Images:-  This will be awarded to the intermediate class member whose 
projected images gain the highest number of points in the Members’ Nights 
competitions.
In the event of a tie in either competition, the lowest marked projected image or print of 
each member tying will be eliminated and so on until a single winner can be determined.

THE RICHARD COCHRANE CUP & THE MIDDLETON TROPHY
(Open to club class members)
Prints:- This will be awarded to the club class member whose prints gain the highest  
number of points in the Members’ Nights competitions.
Projected Images:-  This will be awarded to the club class member whose projected 
images gain the highest number of points in the Members’ Nights competitions.
In the event of a tie in either competition, the lowest marked projected image or print of 
each member tying will be eliminated and so on until a single winner can be determined.
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MILLENNIUM TROPHY
(Open to all members)
This is awarded for the best panel of 3 photographs entered into the final members’ night 
competition of each year based on a theme of the author’s choice. The judge, who shall 
be external, will decide the two winning sets of prints and PDIs, but the trophy will be 
awarded to the best overall entry as adjudicated by a vote of the members present after 
the judge has presented the results. 

AV TROPHY
(Open to all members)
This is awarded annually for the best digital sequence as determined by an external judge 
entered into a competition based on a theme of the author’s choice. 

McCOMBIE-METCALFE CUP (prints) & ROEBUCK TROPHY (projected images)  
(Summer Outings - open to all members)
Separate awards will be made for prints and projected images to the member(s) who 
gain(s) the highest number of points for a set of three photographs taken on not less than 
two members’ outings during the previous summer.

LITERARY SHOOT AWARD  
(Open to all members)
Awarded to the print or projected image judged to be the best photographic interpretation 
of a set literary quote in an annual competition. 
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